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1961 Mercedes-Benz 190





Summary
I have inspected this 1961 Mercedes-Benz 190 and made note of any issues that I found below.   
 
Starting my inspection with the exterior of the vehicle, I found that the wipers are worn and should be 
replaced. The windshield washer does not work. There are light scratches present around the exterior 
of the vehicle that are considered normal with age, most are too small to see in photos. I noticed minor 
dings throughout the exterior of the vehicle, see pictures. There is a large dent in the driver&#039;s 
side quarter panel. The paint shows some wear and tear that is consistent with age. The underside of 
the vehicle shows signs of major rot. Metal work will be needed to fix these areas. I noticed some 
corrosion developing in all four lower door corners. See pictures. I saw that there was some corrosion 
developing inside the quarter panels. The left tail lamp is inoperable. The brake lights are inoperable. 
The body seals around the windows are showing signs of age and wear. This includes the doors, 
windows, trunk, and other miscellaneous body seals. They will need replacement. I noticed that there 
were several small dents in the hood as well as the development of some corrosion around the 
leading edge near the headlights. The chrome is pitted and wearing due to age. All four wheels show 
wear consistent with their age. The hubcaps were inside the trunk at the time of my inspection.  
 
Moving my inspection to the interior of the vehicle, I saw that the steering wheel shows light wear 
considered normal for the age of the vehicle. The horn is inoperable. The seats show moderate wear. 
The drivers seatback is torn and there is a small burn hole in the passenger front seat, see pictures. 
The radio is inoperable, further diagnosis is required. The interior trim shows wear that is consistent 
with the age of the vehicle, see pictures. The heater is always running, further diagnosis is required. 
The carpet shows wear consistent with the age of the vehicle and is glued to the floor. The headliner is 
dirty and sagging and will need to be reglued or replaced to fix. The fuel gauge is inoperable, further 
diagnosis is required. The trunk floor panels are patch work, see pictures.   
 
Taking my inspection to the mechanical components of the vehicle, looking under the hood I found 
that the hoses are old and worn, should be replaced. The vehicle&#039;s serviceable fluids are at their 
proper level and are a healthy color. I did not observe there to be any signs of leaks or seepages from 
the underside of the vehicle. All four tires are an appropriate size for the vehicle. All four tires are 
nearing replacement tread depths and show an even wear pattern.  
 
On my road test of the vehicle, the first thing I noticed was that the vehicle wanders while driving on 
the road. This is due to loose steering components. I found that the engine has plenty of power and is 
free of any misfires or smoking. The transmission shifts as designed with no harsh engagements or 
slipping. I found that the brakes were firm, and no pulsation was felt when applying the brake pedal.  
 
See below and pictures for more information. 



Vehicle Information
Year 1961
Make Mercedes-Benz
Model 190
VIN A121.110
Stock No. N/A
Mileage 88376
Engine Cylinders 4 Cylinder
Exterior Color Black
Interior Color Red
Interior Material Leather
Engine Number N/A
Transmission Number N/A
Fuel Type Diesel

Drivetrain
Transmission Manual

Drive Type
Rear Wheel
Drive

Road Test

Road Test

Engine Starting Easily

Engine running well after Started

Transmission performance

Clutch Performance

Differential Performance

Wheel Bearing Performance

Braking Performance

Suspension Performance

Steering Performance and Alignment

The vehicle wanders while driving on the road. This is due to loose steering components.

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Issues



Exterior

Wiper Blades

The wipers are worn and should be replaced.

Windshield Washer

The windshield washer does not work.

Body Panel Alignment

Scratches

There are light scratches present around the

exterior of the vehicle that are considered normal

with age, most are too small to see in photos.

Paint Condition

The paint shows some wear and tear that is

consistent with age.

Seals

The body seals around the windows are showing

signs of age and wear. This includes the doors,

windows, trunk, and other miscellaneous body seals.

They will need replacement.

Rust

The underside of the vehicle shows signs of major

rot. Metal work will be needed to fix these areas. I

noticed some corrosion developing in all four lower

door corners. See pictures.

Exterior Lights

The left tail lamp is inoperable. The brake lights are

inoperable.

Power Door Mirrors

Bumpers

Side Moldings

Underbody/Frame
Condition

Glass

Floors

Rockers

Quarter Panels

I saw that there was some corrosion developing

inside the quarter panels.

Body Filler Used

Hood

Interior

Steering Wheel

The steering wheel shows light wear considered

normal for the age of the vehicle.

Horn

The horn is inoperable.

Seat Condition

The seats show moderate wear. The drivers

seatback is torn and there is a small burn hole in the

passenger front seat, see pictures.

Seat Belts

Radio/Navigation/DVD

The radio is inoperable, further diagnosis is

required.

Inner Door Panels

Dash

Dash Lights Working

Heater

The heater is always running, further diagnosis is

required.

Carpet

The carpet shows wear consistent with the age of

the vehicle and is glued to the floor.

Headliner

The headliner is dirty and sagging and will need to

be reglued or replaced to fix.

Instrument Cluster/Gauges

The fuel gauge is inoperable, further diagnosis is

required.

Unusual Odors

Interior Trim

The interior trim shows wear that is consistent with

the age of the vehicle, see pictures.

Sun Visors
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Issues
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Hood

I noticed that there were several small dents in the

hood as well as the development of some corrosion

around the leading edge near the headlights.

Doors

Dings

I noticed minor dings throughout the exterior of the

vehicle, see pictures.

Dents

There is a large dent in the driver&#039;s side

quarter panel.

Chrome

The chrome is pitted and wearing due to age.
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Mechanical

Air Filter

Battery Condition

Charging System

Cooling Fan Condition
Mechanical/Electronic
Hoses and Clamps
Age/Cracking

Hoses are old and worn, should be replaced.

Radiator Condition

Engine Coolant Condition

Belts

Engine Oil Condition

Engine Oil Leaks

Transmission Fluid Leaks

Brake System Condition

Brake Fluid Leaks

Differential leaks

Muffler System

CV Boots and Joints

Shocks and bushings
Condition. Leaking?

Ball Joints and Tie Rods

Radiator Cap Sealing
Properly

Coolant Leaks

Tire / Wheels
Manufacturer

Driver's Front Tire Hercules
Passenger's Front Tire Hercules
Driver's 1st Axle Outer
Tire

Hercules

Passenger's 1st Axle
Outer Tire

Hercules

Size
Driver's Front Tire 165/80r13
Passenger's Front Tire 165/80r13
Driver's 1st Axle Outer
Tire

165/80r13

Passenger's 1st Axle
Outer Tire

165/80r13

Tire Condition
Driver's Front Tire No Issues
Passenger's Front Tire No Issues
Driver's 1st Axle Outer
Tire

No Issues

Passenger's 1st Axle
Outer Tire

No Issues

Wheel Condition
Driver's Front Tire No Issues
Driver's 1st Axle Outer
Tire

No Issues

Passenger's Front Tire No Issues
Passenger's 1st Axle
Outer Tire

No Issues

Tire Tread
Driver's Front Tire 7/32
Passenger's Front Tire 7/32
Driver's 1st Axle Outer
Tire

7/32

Passenger's 1st Axle
Outer Tire

7/32

Spare Tire Yes
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Good
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Vehicle Images



Lower right front of hood



Lower left front of hood



Left headlight ring



R/F tire



R/F tire tread depth



L/F tire tread



L/f wheel



L/R tread depth



L/R wheel



Left quarter panel dogleg rust bubbles



Front bumper surface rust



R/R wheel



R/R tire tread depth



Fuel cap





Oil dipstick



Oil dipstick



Battery condition



Headliner



Headliner







Left taillight inoperable









Drivers seat back



Passenger seat cushion burn



Glove compartment



Body gaps



Body gaps



Body gaps



Body gaps



Body gaps



Body gaps



Wide gap between r/f door and fender



Body gap



Body gaps



Body gaps



Body gaps



Vent window rubber



Front seats



Dash



R/f door trim



Rear Seat



R/R door trim



Rear seat





L/f door trim



L/R door trim



Dash



L/f door trim



Underside of deck lid



Trunk floor



Trunk floor



Hub caps





Right side undercarriage



Right side undercarriage. Rust through near rocker panel.



Right undercarriage



Front suspension



Front undercarriage



Left undercarriage



Left undercarriage



Left undercarriage



L/R undercarriage



R/R undercarriage



Rust at lower rear of r/f door



Rust bubbles



Bottom of r/f door



Bottom of l/R door



Rust bubbles left side



Bottom of l/R door



L/R door body filler cracking



Left quarter panel



Left quarter panel



Rear bumper



Rear bumper









Small dent in roof



Roof



Lower right corner of windshield



Small dents and waves in hood



Hood dents and waves





Vent window rubber



Front bumper

















Dome lamp



Underside of hood







Body stamping number
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Odometer


